Professional, passion, flexibility reflected in the TÜV Rheinland certification service

Client profile
Zhengzhou Yutong Group Co., Ltd. was established in 1993, on the basis of Zhengzhou Yutong Bus. In 1997, the company was listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange and became the first listed bus company in China. For 9 consecutive years, the company’s main financial indicators have grown by an average of more than 50%. The company has received an AAA grade credit rating from the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China for 8 years straight, and designated an AAA grade corporation by the China Enterprise Confederation committee. The company was awarded the title of best bus manufacturer of 2002 by the BAAV. Yutong was the only bus company in China included in the list of top 500 Chinese corporations announced by the National Bureau of Statistics in October of 2003, with the highest corporate consolidated potential of the industry domestically. Yutong has formed a complete product chain for standard, business, and luxury products from the 6m to 25m length, encompassing various markets such as highway transportation, tours, public transportation, group, and exclusive buses. The Yutong brand has become synonymous with luxury, high end buses. Yutong buses are currently sold in a wide array of overseas markets such as Cuba, Russia, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Hong Kong, and Macau. In order to ensure product quality and overseas service guarantees, Yutong has obtained EC-WVTA certification through long term strategic planning. Yutong is now taking steps to enter the European market.

Client comment
TÜV Rheinland is a professional, passionate, flexible company. Their professionalism stems from their expertise regarding regulations, including their cutting-edge knowledge on the newest regulations. Passion: every TÜV Rheinland engineer we have worked with is enthusiastic throughout the accreditation process of each vehicle model. Flexibility: TÜV Rheinland assigned appropriate numbers of engineers for our unique situation in order to accelerate our certification schedule.
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Related cases

Case 1:
Upon entering the EU market in 2008, Yutong chose TÜV Rheinland as a partner. TÜV Rheinland carried out professional international certification and testing services for the Yutong Group, conducted expert EC regulation training for the company, and paved the way for Yutong’s successful entrance to the EU market through offering rational adjustment suggestions. TÜV Rheinland carried out professional testing and certification for Yutong’s whole vehicle production standardization control, parts manufacturing standardization control, product technology alteration control, order review control, overseas regulation update control, overseas recall processes, and certificate of conformance management protocol. This enabled Yutong to successfully pass the factory audit step for the ZK6129H/ZK6119HA EC-WVTA whole vehicle certification.

Case 2:
As a proud member of the Yutong brand family, Luoyang Yutong has achieved remarkable results through constant monitoring of quality management. The company first passed ISO 9002 quality system certification, product 3C certification, and automotive whole vehicle inspection exemption approval. The management system which Luoyang Yutong established according to the ISO/TS 16949:2002 standard also passed TÜV Rheinland’s technical certification. This marked a new stage for Luoyang Yutong’s quality management system as it prepares to enter the global market.

Related services of TÜV Rheinland

- EC Whole Vehicle Type Approval (EC-WVTA)